GHOSTS OF POLICIES’ PAST:
POLICY HISTORY FOR OUR AGE OF EXTREMES

PubPol 495
Fall 2017

Instructor: Joy Rohde
Office: 4211 Weill Hall
Office hours: M 10-12 and by appointment

Course: M/W 8:30-10
Office: 1230 Weill Hall
Office hours: M 10-12 and by appointment

joyrohde@umich.edu

COURSE DESCRIPTION
According to scholars, media commentators, and policymakers, American politics has reached extremes of political polarization not seen since the Civil War. Americans disagree about health care, poverty policy, immigration, criminal justice, and the projection of American power abroad. Perhaps most alarming, Americans disagree about what characteristics—including class status, racial and ethnic identity, gender identity, and employment status—qualify a person as deserving of civic inclusion and government protection. Pundits are quick to blame our present predicament on social media, fake news, and eroding norms of civility. But historians know better: politics and policy are better understood as unfolding historical processes, and our contemporary disputes owe much to why and how policies were crafted and implemented as they were. In this course, we will draw on history to understand our present political moment and equip ourselves to advance meaningful policy discourse in an age of polarization. Topics will include: social welfare policy; immigration; and modern warfare.

This course will teach you to use policy history to understand, analyze, and suggest solutions for policy problems. In particular, you will:
- Enhance your critical thinking skills by learning to recognize, articulate, and critically evaluate the assumptions and values that have shaped policy controversies;
- Understand and apply key concepts including path dependence, institutional stickiness, and contingency to analyze the implications of past policy decisions;
- Learn about important changes and continuities in the history of the modern American state that are relevant to contemporary public policy domains; and,
- Enhance your analytical, speaking, and writing skills by producing a term paper and presentation that analyzes a policy controversy of interest to you.

This course stresses writing skills crucial to public policy. Writing assignments will help you to:
- a) build skills, rhetorical strategies, and knowledge of writing genres/formats essential for policy writing;
- b) produce complex, analytical, evidence-based arguments that are tailored for specific (generally hypothetical) audiences, e.g., policy makers or the general public; and
c) respond meaningfully to critical feedback from your professor and peers through revision.

Be sure to take advantage of the wonderful folks at the Ford School Writing Center. For information on how to schedule an appointment, see: http://fordschool.umich.edu/writing-center/
COURSE REQUIREMENTS

1. **Class preparation, attendance, and participation** (25%). This course is discussion-based. It demands that we each engage with complicated, controversial, and sensitive issues. Our class time will be devoted almost entirely to discussion. Active engagement with the reading material and thoughtful participation in discussions are crucial to the success of the course as well as to your own success in it. **I expect you to come to class having done the reading and ready to talk to and learn from each other.** Your preparation for class should not be a passive process of absorbing information from readings; rather, while reading, you should actively identify (and write down!) questions and thoughts you have, and be ready to share them. Your contributions in class should reveal your familiarity with the assigned readings and your analytical engagement with the texts and your peers. Quality and sincerity of engagement matter far more than quantity. Your participation grade will be based on:
   a. Evidence of preparation—i.e. evidence that you have completed and reflected upon the readings prior to class;
   b. Evidence of substantive engagement in the classroom through regular, quality contributions to discussion and in-class exercises, as well as attentive and respectful listening and responding to peers.

2. **Discussion Board** (10%). To assist you in fulfilling (1), during the course of the semester you will post to the class discussion board in advance of five class meetings. Your posts should be between 200-300 words. They do not need to be elaborate, but they should not summarize the reading. They are think pieces. Your entries should reflect on all of the readings assigned for the day, not just a single one. You can also use your posts to explore the relationship between a particular set of readings and readings from another week, or between the readings and current events. You are welcome to write additional posts or comments, either on the readings, on thoughts you have after our discussions, on current events/news related to the class, etc. **Posts are due at 10 pm the night before class.** I will draw on them to frame discussion.

3. **Memo to the President re: Welfare Reform** (10%), draft Oct. 9, final Oct. 12
4. **Memo to the President re: Immigration Reform** (10%), Nov. 3
5. **Term Paper Assignment** (40%). By the end of the semester, you will produce a memo of approximately 10 pages that uses the methods, tools, and scholarly literature of policy history to analyze a contemporary policy controversy of your choice. This is a scaffolded assignment that includes the following components:
   - Topic Description and Preliminary Bibliography (graded P/F; P required to move forward in assignment), Oct. 27
   - Background memo and historical narrative, (10%), Nov. 17
   - Preliminary Full Draft (graded P/F; P required to advance in assignment), Dec. 11
   - Oral Presentation (10%)
   - Final Paper (20%), Dec. 19

6. **Final Presentation Feedback** (5%)

COURSE POLICIES

1. Attendance: Excused absences for illness, religious observance, or emergencies must be cleared with me prior to class. I will not grant excused absences after you’ve already missed class. **Each unexcused absence will result in a 2-point deduction from your final grade.** Do not arrive late to class; it is disrespectful to me and to your peers. Your final grade will be
adversely affected if you are regularly late. Please refrain from going in and out of the classroom during class time.

2. Late assignments: Extensions require arrangements with the me well in advance of the due date. Late work will **lose one full grade for each day, or fraction thereof**, that they are late.

3. Academic honesty: All students are expected to abide by the University’s standards of academic honesty, integrity, and professionalism. For details, see [http://www.rackham.umich.edu/policies/academic_and_professional_integrity/](http://www.rackham.umich.edu/policies/academic_and_professional_integrity/).

4. Electronic devices: **Laptops and other devices are NOT allowed in class.** While I recognize that this may cause some consternation, such technologies negatively impact the character and quality of class discussion. In a class where discussion is so important to the intellectual task we face, the costs of laptop presence outweigh the benefits. Out of respect to the instructor and your fellow students, **put your cell phone away for the duration of class.**

5. Syllabus: Because many topics we cover are subjects of ongoing discussion, I may make occasional changes to the course readings over the semester. I will always notify you in advance of any changes.

**FORD SCHOOL AND UM POLICIES**

**Inclusivity at the Ford School:** Members of the Ford School community represent a rich variety of backgrounds and perspectives. We are committed to providing an atmosphere for learning that respects diversity. While working together to build this community we ask all members to:

- share their unique experiences, values and beliefs
- be open to the views of others
- honor the uniqueness of their colleagues
- appreciate the opportunity that we have to learn from each other in this community
- value one another’s opinions and communicate in a respectful manner
- keep confidential discussions that the community has of a personal (or professional) nature
- use this opportunity together to discuss ways in which we can create an inclusive environment in Ford classes and across the UM community.

**Academic Integrity:** The Ford School academic community, like all communities, functions best when its members treat one another with honesty, fairness, respect, and trust. We hold all members of our community to high standards of scholarship and integrity. To accomplish its mission of providing an optimal educational environment and developing leaders of society, the Ford School promotes the assumption of personal responsibility and integrity and prohibits all forms of academic dishonesty, plagiarism and misconduct. Academic dishonesty may be understood as any action or attempted action that may result in creating an unfair academic advantage for oneself or an unfair academic advantage or disadvantage for any other member or members of the academic community. Plagiarism involves representing the words, ideas, or work of others as one’s own in writing or presentations, and failing to give full and proper credit to the original source. Conduct, without regard to motive, that violates the academic integrity and ethical standards will result in serious consequences and disciplinary action.
Additional information regarding academic dishonesty, plagiarism and misconduct and their consequences is available at: http://www.rackham.umich.edu/current-students/policies/academic-policies...

**Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:** If you believe you need an accommodation for a disability, the University's Services for Students with Disabilities office (SSD) can be a valuable resource with which to start. In addition, if you believe you need an accommodation for a disability in any of your courses, please let the course instructor know at your earliest convenience. You need to allow sufficient time for your faculty member to respond, minimally 7 days, preferably more, in advance of when the accommodation is needed. Some aspects of courses may be modified to facilitate your participation and progress. As soon as you make your instructor aware of your needs, they can work with Student & Academic Services and/or the SSD office to help determine appropriate academic accommodations. Any information you provide will be treated as private and confidential.

**Student Mental Health and Wellbeing:** The University of Michigan is committed to advancing the mental health and wellbeing of its students. We acknowledge that a variety of issues, such as strained relationships, increased anxiety, alcohol/drug problems, and depression, directly impacts students’ academic performance. If you or someone you know is feeling overwhelmed, depressed, and/or in need of support, services are available. For help, contact Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) and/or University Health Service (UHS). For a listing of other mental health resources available on and off campus, visit: http://umich.edu/~mhealth/.

**COURSE SCHEDULE**
All course readings are available on Canvas.

**Sept. 6: Introduction, Themes, Mechanics**

**Sept. 11: Our Present, Polarized Moment**
*And skim the tables of contents of the DNC platform and the section headings of the RNC platform for a comparison of where their contents, language, and emphasis overlaps and diverges.

**Sept. 13: Deeper Roots**
ONE: POVERTY AND SOCIAL WELFARE

Sept. 18: Poverty Reduction: The Contemporary Debate

Sept. 20: Deserving and Undeserving in America

Sept. 25: Policy Options and Paths Not Taken *Discussion Board Post*
- Read Foreword (vii-viii), Text of H.R. 2827, aka “The Workers’ Bill,” (1-2); Statement of Ernest Lundeen (4-9).

*Economic Security Act: Hearings before the U.S. House Committee on Ways and Means*
- Read “Message from the President” (13-15).

And read at least *two* testimonies of someone who reflects your assigned position, ideally one from each hearing. This will not be possible in every case. Use the tables of contents from the hearings to locate appropriate testimonies. As you do this, also note the similarities and differences between participants in each set of hearings. What does this information tell you about the hearings? Come prepared to talk about the perspectives of your assigned position.

Sept. 27: From the War on Poverty to the War on Welfare
Steven M. Gillon, *That’s Not What We Meant to Do* (New York: Norton, 2000), 56-86.

Oct. 2: Welfare Reform Then. And Now?
Katz, *In the Shadow of the Poorhouse*, 300-34.

Oct. 4: Coda: Implicit Bias and Public Policy


And take at least two Project Implicit Tests (https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html).

**Oct. 9:** Presidential Memo Peer Review  
*Rough Draft of First Memo Due*  
*In-Class Peer Review*

**Oct. 11:** No Class: Prof. Rohde out of Town

**Thursday, Oct. 12:** First Memo Due by midnight in Canvas**

**Oct. 16:** No Class: Fall Study Break

**TWO: IMMIGRATION**

**Oct. 18:** Borders and Bans *Discussion Board Post*  


Leti Volpp, “The Citizen and the Terrorist,” *UCLA Law Review* 49.5 (2002). Pages 1575-6 and 1592-99 required; the rest is recommended if the topic is unfamiliar to you.


**Oct. 23:** Library Session
Come with ideas about policies and topics you’d like to explore for your term project. And get ahead on the reading for Oct. 25—it’s heavier than usual!

**Oct. 25:** The Roots and Consequences of Immigration Policy  


**Friday, Oct. 27:** Topic Description and Bibliography Due by midnight in Canvas**

**Oct. 30:** Citizenship and Islamophobia


**Nov. 1: Policy Paradoxes**
Mae Ngai, Gary Gerstle, and David G. Gutiérrez, contributions to special issue on immigration debate, *International Labor and Working-Class History* 78 (Fall 2010): 93-122.

**Friday Nov. 3: Second Memo Due by midnight in Canvas**

**Three: Drone Warfare**

**Nov. 6: New Technology, New Challenges** *Discussion Board Post*


Daniel Brunstetter and Megan Braun, “The Implications of Drones on the Just War Tradition,” *Ethics and International Affairs* 25.3 (Fall 2011), 337-358.


**Nov. 8: The History of Killing**


**Nov. 13: Old Allies, New Enemies, and Long Wars** *Discussion Board Post*


**Nov. 15: Masculinity, Lethality, and Bureaucratic Logic**


Read at least one of the following:

**Friday, Nov. 17: Background Memo and Historical Narrative Due by midnight in Canvas**

Nov. 20: **Policy Analysis by Historical Analogy** *Discussion Board Post*

Nov. 22: No Class: Thanksgiving Break

**Nov. 27: Paths Forward?**

Nov. 29: Oral Presentations

Dec. 4: Oral Presentations

Dec. 6: Oral Presentations

Dec. 11: Oral Presentations and Course Conclusions

**Dec. 11: Draft of Final Memo Due by midnight in Canvas**

**Dec. 19: Final Memo Due by 5 pm in Canvas**